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Abstract
We study the generalized multidimensional bin packing problem (GVBP) that generalizes both
geometric packing and vector packing. Here, we are given n rectangular items where the ith item
has width w(i), height h(i), and d nonnegative weights v1(i), v2(i), . . . , vd(i). Our goal is to get an
axis-parallel non-overlapping packing of the items into square bins so that for all j ∈ [d], the sum
of the jth weight of items in each bin is at most 1. This is a natural problem arising in logistics,
resource allocation, and scheduling. Despite being well-studied in practice, approximation algorithms
for this problem have rarely been explored.

We first obtain two simple algorithms for GVBP having asymptotic approximation ratios 6(d + 1)
and 3(1 + ln(d + 1) + ε). We then extend the Round-and-Approx (R&A) framework [3, 6] to
wider classes of algorithms, and show how it can be adapted to GVBP. Using more sophisticated
techniques, we obtain better approximation algorithms for GVBP, and we get further improvement
by combining them with the R&A framework. This gives us an asymptotic approximation ratio of
2(1 + ln((d + 4)/2)) + ε for GVBP, which improves to 2.919 + ε for the special case of d = 1. We
obtain further improvement when the items are allowed to be rotated. We also present algorithms
for a generalization of GVBP where the items are high dimensional cuboids.
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1 Introduction

Bin packing and knapsack problems are classical NP-hard optimization problems. Two
classical generalizations of these problems: geometric packing and vector packing have been
well-studied from the 1980s [14, 17]. Geometric packing considers the packing of rectangular
items, whereas, in vector packing items are multidimensional vectors. However, often in
practice, we encounter a mixture of geometric and vector constraints. Consider the following
airlines cargo problem [42]: We have boxes to load in an airline cargo container. In addition
to the geometric constraint that all the boxes must fit within the container, we also have a
constraint that the total weight of the loaded boxes is within a specified capacity. Thus, in
this problem, three dimensions are geometric and the weight is a vector constraint.
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23:2 Algorithms for Multidimensional Packing

Weight has been an important constraint to consider for packing in logistics and supply
chain management, e.g., cranes and other equipment can be damaged by the bins being too
heavy [1]. When different cargoes are packed into a fleet of aircraft for transport, one needs
the individual cargoes to be not too heavy to ensure stability and less fuel consumption
[2]. Similar problems find applications in vehicle routing with loading constraints [8]. Many
practical heuristics [48, 50] have been proposed for such problems. Many companies (such as
Driw, Boxify, Freightcom) and practical packages [53] have considered the problem. Often,
we also want to limit other attributes, like the amount of magnetism, radioactivity, or toxicity.
Each such property can be considered an additional vector dimension.

Such multidimensional packing problems also get attention due to their connections with
fair resource allocation [43]. In recent years, a considerable amount of research has focused
on group fairness [31, 51] such that the algorithms are not biased towards (or against) some
groups or categories. One such notion of fairness is restricted dominance [7], which upper
bounds the number (or size) of items from a category. These different categories can be
considered as dimensions. E.g., in a container packing problem for flood relief, one needs to
ensure that the money spent on a container is fairly distributed among different types of
items (such as medicine, food, garments). Hence, for each category, there is an upper bound
on the value that can go into a container.

Formally, we are given n items I := {1, 2, . . . , n} that are (dg, dv)-dimensional, i.e., item
i is a dg-dimensional cuboid of lengths ℓ1(i), ℓ2(i), . . . , ℓdg

(i) and has dv non-negative weights
v1(i), v2(i), . . . , vdv (i). A (dg, dv)-dimensional bin is a dg-dimensional cuboid of length 1 in
each geometric dimension and weight capacity 1 in each of the dv vector dimensions. A
feasible packing of items into a bin is a packing where items are packed parallel to the axes
without overlapping, and for all j ∈ [dv], the sum of the jth vector dimension of the items in
the bin is at most 1 (see Definition 14 in Appendix A for a more formal definition of (dg,
dv) packing). In the (dg, dv) bin packing problem (BP), we have to feasibly pack all items
into the minimum number of bins. In the (dg, dv) knapsack problem (KS), each item i also
has an associated nonnegative profit p(i), and we have to feasibly pack a maximum-profit
subset of the items into a single bin (also called “knapsack”). (dg, dv) packing problems
generalize both dg-dimensional geometric packing (when dv = 0) and dv-dimensional vector
packing (when dg = 0). Already for vector bin packing, if dv is part of the input, there is
an approximation hardness of d1−ε

v , unless NP=ZPP [5]. Thus, throughout the paper we
assume both dg and dv to be constants.

1.1 Our Results
We study the first approximation algorithms for general (dg, dv) BP, with a focus on dg = 2.
We give two simple algorithms for (2, d) BP, called simplePack and betterSimplePack,
having asymptotic approximation ratios (AARs) of 6(d + 1) and 3(1 + ln(d + 1)) + ε,
respectively, for any ε > 0. Getting an AAR better than O(log d) for d-D VBP is NP-
hard [46], so betterSimplePack’s AAR as a function of d is tight up to a constant factor.
For d = 1, betterSimplePack’s AAR improves to ≈ 4.216 + ε.

Next, we modify the Round-and-Approx (R&A) framework [6] so that it works for (dg, dv)
BP. We combine R&A with the simplePack algorithm to get an AAR of 2(1+ln(3(d+1)))+ε

for (2, d) BP. This improves upon the AAR of betterSimplePack for d ≥ 3.
In Section 5, we obtain a more sophisticated algorithm for (2, d) BP, called cbPack, that

fits into the R&A framework and has an even better AAR. Table 1 lists the AARs of all our
algorithms for (2, d).
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Table 1 Asymptotic approximation ratios of our algorithms for (2, d) BP.

Algorithm AAR for (2, d) BP AAR for (2, 1) BP

simplePack 6(d + 1) 12

betterSimplePack 3(1 + ln(d + 1)) + ε 3(1 + ln( 3
2 )) + ε ≈ 4.216 + ε

simplePack with R&A 2(1 + ln(3(d + 1))) + ε 2(1 + ln 6) + ε ≈ 5.5835 + ε

cbPack with R&A (without rotation) 2(1 + ln( d+4
2 )) + ε 2(1 + ln( 19

12 )) + ε ≈ 2.919 + ε

cbPack with R&A (with rotation) 2(1 + ln( d+3
2 )) + ε 2(1 + ln( 3

2 )) + ε ≈ 2.811 + ε

We also show how to extend simplePack and betterSimplePack to (dg, dv) BP to obtain
AARs 2b(dv + 1) and b(1 + ln(dv + 1) + ε), respectively, where b := 9 when dg = 3, and
b := 4dg + 2dg when dg > 3. We also give a similar algorithm for (dg, dv) KS, having an
approximation ratio b(1 + ε).

1.2 Related Work
The bin packing problem (BP) has been the cornerstone of approximation algorithms [29].
The standard performance measure for BP algorithms is the asymptotic approximation ratio
(AAR). An asymptotic polynomial time approximation scheme (APTAS) for BP was given
by Fernandez de la Vega and Lueker [17], using linear grouping. Note that 1-D BP can be
considered as (1, 0) BP as well as (0, 1) BP. The present best approximation algorithm for
1-D BP returns a packing in at most opt +O(log opt) bins, where opt is the optimal number
of bins [25]. Knapsack problem (KS) is one of Karp’s 21 NP-complete problems. Lawler gave
an FPTAS [40] for KS. For surveys on BP and KS, see [13, 33].

In [17], a (d + ε)-asymptotic approximation algorithm was given for the d-dimensional
vector bin packing (d-D VBP). Chekuri and Khanna gave a ln d+O(1) approximation for d-D
VBP [11]. The study of 2-D geometric bin packing (2-D GBP) was initiated by [14]. Caprara
gave a T d−1

∞ -asymptotic approximation Harmonic-Decreasing-Height (HDH) algorithm for
d-D GBP [9], where T∞ ≈ 1.6901. This is still the best known approximation for d-D GBP
for d ≥ 3. Both 2-D GBP and 2-D VBP do not admit an APTAS [4, 52, 45]. For large d,
getting better than O(log d) asymptotic approximation for d-D VBP is NP-hard [46].

Bansal, Caprara, and Sviridenko [3] introduced the Round-and-Approx (R&A) framework
to obtain improved approximations for both 2-D GBP and d-D VBP. The R&A framework
is a two stage process. First, a (possibly exponential-sized) set covering LP relaxation
(called configuration LP) is solved approximately. Then, a randomized rounding procedure is
applied for a few steps to pack a subset of items, after which only a “small” fraction of items
(called the residual instance) remain unpacked. In the second step, the residual instance is
packed using a subset-oblivious algorithm. Intuitively, given a random subset S of I where
each element occurs with probability about 1/k, a ρ-approximate subset-oblivious algorithm
produces a packing of S in approximately ρ opt(I)/k bins. In the R&A framework, one can
obtain a (1+ln ρ)-approximation algorithm using a ρ-approximate subset oblivious algorithm.
Two algorithms, 1-D BP APTAS [17] and HDH [9] were shown to be subset-oblivious based
on various properties of dual-weighting functions. This led to an AAR of (1 + ln(1.69)) and
(1 + ln d) for 2-D GBP and d-D VBP, respectively. However, it was cumbersome to extend
subset-obliviousness to wider classes of algorithms.

Bansal and Khan [6] later extended the R&A framework for 2-D GBP to rounding-based
algorithms, where the large dimensions are rounded up to O(1) values and the packing of
items is container-based, i.e., each bin contains a constant number of rectangular regions
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23:4 Algorithms for Multidimensional Packing

called containers and items are packed into containers. For 2-D GBP, they used an algorithm
with an AAR of 1.5 [27, 44] to obtain the present best AAR of (1 + ln 1.5) ≈ 1.405. For d-D
VBP, Bansal et al. [5] used the R&A framework combined with a multi-objective budgeted
matching problem, to obtain the present best AAR of (0.81 + od(1) + ln d).

Multidimensional knapsack is also well-studied. For d-D vector knapsack (d-D VKS),
Frieze and Clarke gave a PTAS [18]. For 2-D geometric knapsack (GKS), Jansen and
Zhang [28] gave a (2 + ε)-approximation algorithm, while the present best approximation
ratio is 17

9 + ε [20]. It is not even known whether 2-D GKS is APX-hard or not. There are
many other related important geometric packing problems, such as strip packing [21, 19]
and maximum independent set of rectangles [36, 22, 23]. For surveys on multidimensional
packing, see [12, 35].

1.3 Technical Contribution
One of our main contributions is the enhancement of R&A framework [6] to wider applications.

First, R&A framework now also works with (dg, dv)-dimensional items, unifying the
approach for geometric and vector packing. To use R&A, we need to solve the configuration
LP of the corresponding bin packing problem. All previous applications (d-D VBP and 2-D
GBP) of R&A solved the configuration LP within (1+ε) factor using a (1+O(ε))-approximate
solution to (a variant of) KS. Due to the unavailability of a PTAS for (a variant of) (2, d) KS,
we had to use a different linear programming algorithm [47] that uses an η-approximation
algorithm for KS to (1 + ε)η-approximately solve the configuration LP of the corresponding
BP problem, for any constants 1 < η, 0 < ε < 1.

Second, we introduce more freedom in choosing the packing structure. Unlike the R&A
framework in [6] that worked only for container-based packing, we allow either relaxing
the packing structure to non-container-based (like in simplePack) or imposing packing
constraints in addition to being container-based (like in cbPack). This generalization can
help in obtaining improved algorithms for other problems related to bin packing.

Finally, we allow rounding items in ways other than rounding up, if we can find a suitable
way of unrounding a packing of rounded items. In cbPack, we round down the width and
height of some items to 0, and in simplePack, we round each (2, d)-dimensional item i to
an item of width 1, height x and each vector dimension x, where x is a value depending on
the original dimensions of i. As shown in [35], if the large coordinates of items are rounded
up to O(1) types, we cannot get an AAR better than d and 4/3 for d-D VBP and 2-D GBP,
respectively. However, as we now allow rounding down, the R&A framework may now work
with algorithms having better AARs.

We also fix a minor error in the R&A framework of [35]. See Appendix C.1 for details.
In [3], it was mentioned: “One obstacle against the use of R&A for other problems is

the difficulty in deriving subset-oblivious algorithms (or proving that existing algorithms are
subset oblivious).” We expect that our progress will help in understanding the power of R&A
to extend it to other set-cover type problems, e.g. round-SAP [32] and round-UFP [16, 32].

Our another major contribution is handling of the (2, d) BP problem. This problem
presents additional challenges over pure geometric BP, and our algorithm cbPack demonstrates
how to circumvent them. For example, in geometric packing, items of low total area can
be packed into a small number of bins using the NFDH algorithm [14]. This need not be
true when items have weights, since the geometric dimensions can be small but the vector
dimensions may be large. To handle this, we divide the items into different classes based on
density (i.e., weight/area). We use the facts that items of low density and low total area can
be packed into a small number of bins, and items of high density that fit into a bin have low
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total area. Also, in geometric packing, we can sometimes move items with similar geometric
dimensions across different bins (like in linear grouping [17, 44]). Vector dimensions again
create problems here. To handle this, we only move items of similar geometric dimensions and
density. This leads to a more structured packing and we show how to find such a near-optimal
structured packing efficiently. Due to space limitations, we defer the description and analysis
of cbPack to Section 5 and the full version’s Appendix F [38].

2 Preliminaries and Notation

Let I be the set of all valid inputs to a minimization problem P. For any input I ∈ I, let
opt(I) be the cost of the optimal solution and |A(I)| be the cost of algorithm A’s output on
I. Define the approximation ratio ρA and the asymptotic approximation ratio (AAR) ρ∞

A as
ρA := supI∈I {|A(I)|/opt(I)}, and ρ∞

A := lim supz→∞ supI∈I

{
|A(I)|/opt(I)

∣∣∣ opt(I) = z
}

,
respectively. Intuitively, AAR is A’s performance for inputs with large opt.

Let [n] := {1, 2, . . . , n}. Let poly(n) be the set of polynomial and sub-polynomial functions
of n. Define vmax, vol, and span as follows: vmax(i) := maxdv

j=1 vj(i), vol(i) :=
∏dg

j=1 ℓj(i),
span(i) := max(vol(i), vmax(i)). span(i) is, intuitively, the measure of largeness of item
i ∈ [n]. For convenience, let v0(i) := vol(i). Assume w.l.o.g. that vol(i) = 0 implies
(∀j ∈ [dg], ℓj(i) = 0). For a set I of items, given a function f : I 7→ R, for S ⊆ I, define
f(S) :=

∑
i∈S f(i). This means, e.g., vol(S) :=

∑
i∈S vol(i). For any bin packing algorithm

A, let A(I) be the resulting bin packing of items I, and let |A(I)| be the number of bins in
A(I). Define opt(I) as the minimum number of bins needed to pack I. The following lemma
relates span with opt.

▶ Lemma 1. For (dg, dv) items I, ⌈span(I)⌉ ≤ (dv + 1) opt(I).

Proof. Let m = opt(I). In an optimal packing, let Jj be the items in the jth bin. Then

⌈span(I)⌉ =
⌈

m∑
k=1

∑
i∈Jk

dvmax
j=0

vj(i)
⌉

≤

⌈
m∑

k=1

dv∑
j=0

vj(Jk)
⌉

≤ (dv + 1)m. ◀

For dg = 2, let w(i) := ℓ1(i), h(i) := ℓ2(i) be the width and height of item i, respectively.
The area of item i is a(i) := w(i)h(i) = vol(i). The items in (2, 0) BP are called “rectangles”.

2.1 Configuration LP

For a (dg, dv) bin packing instance I containing n items, a configuration of I is a packing of
a subset of items of I into a bin. Let C be the set of all configurations of I. The configuration
matrix of I is a matrix A ∈ {0, 1}n×|C| where A[i, C] is 1 if configuration C contains item i

and 0 otherwise. To solve the bin packing problem, it is sufficient to decide the number of
bins of each configuration. This gives us the following linear programming relaxation, called
a configuration LP:

min
x∈R|C|

∑
C∈C

xC where Ax ≥ 1 and x ≥ 0.

Even though |C| can be exponential in n, any feasible solution x to the configuration LP may
have a polynomial-sized representation if the size of support(x) is polynomially bounded
in n.
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23:6 Algorithms for Multidimensional Packing

3 Simple Algorithms

In this section, we look at simple algorithms for (2, d) BP. They are based on the following
simple corollary of Steinberg’s algorithm [49].

▶ Lemma 2 (Section 3 in [28]). Let I be a set of rectangles where a(I) ≤ 1. Then I can be
packed into 3 bins in O(n log2 n/ log log n) time.

Let I be a (2, d) BP instance. Let Î := {span(i) : i ∈ I}, i.e., Î is a 1-D BP instance. The
algorithm simplePack(I) first runs the Next-Fit algorithm [30] on Î. Let [Ĵ1, Ĵ2, . . . , Ĵm] be
the resulting bin packing of Î into m bins. For each Ĵj ⊆ Î, let Jj be the corresponding items
from I. Then ∀k ∈ [dv], vk(Jj) ≤ 1 and vol(Jj) ≤ 1. simplePack then uses the algorithm of
Lemma 2 to pack each Jj into at most 3 bins, giving a packing of I into at most 3m bins.
By the property of Next-Fit [30], we get that m ≤ ⌈2 size(Î)⌉ = ⌈2 span(I)⌉. By Lemma 1,
we get 3 ⌈2 span(I)⌉ ≤ 6(d + 1) opt(I). This gives us the following theorem.

▶ Theorem 3. For (2, d) BP, simplePack uses at most 3 ⌈2 span(I)⌉ bins, so it is a
6(d + 1)-approximation algorithm. It runs in O(nd + n log2 n/ log log n) time.

The algorithm betterSimplePack first computes Ĩ, which is a (d + 1)-D VBP instance
obtained by replacing the geometric dimensions of each item i ∈ I by a single vector dimension
a(i). It computes a bin packing of Ĩ using any algorithm A. It then uses the algorithm of
Lemma 2 to pack I into at most 3|A(Ĩ)| bins.

Note that opt(Ĩ) ≤ opt(I). If A has AAR α, then |A(Ĩ)| ≤ α opt(Ĩ) + O(1). Therefore,
betterSimplePack has AAR 3α. The (d + 1)-D VBP algorithm by [3] (parametrized
by a constant ε > 0) gives α = 1 + ln(d + 1) + ε and the algorithm by [5] gives α =
1.5 + ln((d + 2)/2) + ε (improves to α = 1 + ln(1.5) + ε for d = 1).

Similarly, we can get a 3(1 + ε)-approximation algorithm for (2, d) KS (see Appendix D
of the full version [38]).

Although simplePack’s AAR is worse than betterSimplePack, simplePack’s output
is upper-bounded in terms of span, which is a useful property. Hence, we will use it as a
subroutine in other algorithms (like cbPack).

The algorithms for (2, d) packing can be extended to (dg, dv) packing. We just need
an algorithm for the following problem: given a set J of dg-dimensional cuboids where
vol(J) ≤ 1, pack J into a small number of bins. We used Lemma 2 when dg = 2. When
dg = 3, we can use the algorithm of Diedrich et al. (Section 2 of [15]) to pack J into at
most 9 bins. For dg > 3, we can pack J into at most 4dg + 2dg bins using a variant of the
HDH4 algorithm [10] (see Appendix C of the full version [38]). Hence, simplePack will use
b ⌈2 span(I)⌉ bins, where b := 3 when dg = 2, b := 9 when dg = 3, and b := 4dg + 2dg when
dg > 3. Therefore, simplePack is 2b(dv + 1)-approximate. Similarly, betterSimplePack has
AAR b(1 + ln(dv + 1) + ε), and we can get a b(1 + ε)-approximation algorithm for (dg, dv)
KS.

4 Round-and-Approx Framework

We enhance the R&A framework as a general outline for designing approximation algorithms
for bin packing and its variants. We denote the algorithm for the R&A framework as
rnaPack(I, β, ε), which takes as input a set I of (dg, dv)-dimensional items and parameters
β ≥ 1 and ε ∈ (0, 1). The steps of the algorithm are as follows. (See Algorithm 1 in
Appendix C for a more formal description).
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1. Solve the Configuration LP of I: Let x̂ be a µ-asymptotic-approximate solution to
the configuration LP. Note that each index of x̂ corresponds to a configuration. In all
previous applications of R&A, µ = 1 + ε, but in our work, µ can be a large constant.

2. Randomized rounding of configuration LP: For T := ⌈(ln β)∥x̂∥1⌉ steps do the
following: select a configuration C with probability x̂C/∥x̂∥1. Pack T bins according
to each of these selected T configurations. Let S be the remaining items which are not
packed, called the residual instance.

3. Rounding of items: We define a subroutine round that takes items I and parameter
ε as input1. It discards a set D ⊆ I of items such that span(D) ≤ ε span(I) and then
modifies each item in I − D to get a set Ĩ of items. We say that the output of round(I, ε)
is (Ĩ , D), where items in Ĩ are called rounded items. Intuitively, after rounding, the items
in Ĩ are of O(1) types, which makes packing easier. Also, since span(D) is small, D ∩ S

can be packed into a small number of bins using simplePack.
We impose some restrictions on round, which we denote as conditions C1 and C2, which
we describe in Section 4.2. Previous versions of R&A only allowed modifications where
items’ dimensions were rounded up. We don’t have this restriction; we also allow rounding
down some dimensions. We also allow round to output a poly(n)-sized list of guesses for
(Ĩ , D).

4. Pack rounded items: Let S̃ be the rounded items corresponding to S \ D. Pack S̃ into
bins using any bin packing algorithm that satisfies “condition C3”, which we describe in
Section 4.3. Let us name this algorithm complexPack.

5. Unrounding: Given a bin packing of S̃, let unround be a subroutine that computes
a bin packing of S \ D. unround is trivial in previous versions of R&A, because they
only increase dimensions of items during rounding. In our applications, we may round
down items, so unround can be non-trivial. unround can be any algorithm that satisfies
“condition C4”, which we describe in Section 4.3.

We can think of the R&A framework as a meta-algorithm, i.e., we give it the algorithms
round, complexPack and unround as inputs and it outputs the algorithm rnaPack. The
R&A framework requires that round, complexPack and unround satisfy four conditions
C1, C2, C3, C4, which we describe in Sections 4.2 and 4.3. Prospective users of the R&A
framework need to design these three subroutines and prove that they satisfy these four
conditions.

Intuitively, rnaPack first packs some items into T bins by randomized rounding of x̂.
We can prove that Pr(i ∈ S) ≤ 1/β (using standard techniques from randomized rounding,
see Lemma 16 in Appendix C), so S contains a small fraction of the items in I. We will
then try to prove that if the rest of the algorithm (round + complexPack + unround) packs
I into m bins, then it will pack S into roughly m/β bins. This notion was referred to in [3]
as subset-obliviousness. We will use subset-obliviousness to bound the AAR of rnaPack.
Section 4.5 shows how to break simplePack into round, complexPack, and unround and use
it with R&A.

1 The input to round is I instead of S because S is random and we want to round items deterministically,
i.e., the rounding of each item i ∈ S should not depend on which other items from I lie in S. In fact,
this is where the old R&A framework [35] introduced an error. See Appendix C.1 for details.
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4.1 Fractional Structured Packing
Let (Ĩ , D) be an output of round(I) and let X̃ be an arbitrary subset of Ĩ. Our analysis of
rnaPack is based around a concept called fractional structured packing of X̃. Note that the
notion of fractional structured packing only appears in the analysis of rnaPack. It is not
needed to describe any algorithm.

First, we discuss the notion of structured packing. Several types of packings are used in
bin packing algorithms, such as container-based [27], shelf-based [14, 10], guillotine-based [24],
corridor-based [20], N -box & V-box based [26], etc. A type of packing is called a structured
packing if it satisfies downward closure, i.e., a structured packing remains structured even
after removing some items from the packed bins. For example, Jansen and Prädel [27] showed
that given any packing of a 2-D GBP instance into m bins, we can slice some of the items and
repack them into (1.5 + ε)m + O(1) bins such that the resulting packing is container-based.
Container-based roughly means that in each bin, items are packed into rectangular regions
called containers, and containers’ heights and widths belong to a fixed set of O(1) values.
Hence, container-based is an example of a structured packing as a container-based packing
remains container-based even after removing some items from the packed bins. Also note
that the set of all possible packings is trivially a structured packing. Our R&A framework
gives algorithm designers the freedom to use or define structured packing in any way they
want, as long as they satisfy downward closure. Typically, the choice of the definition
of structured packing will depend on the ease of proving Conditions C2 and C3 for that
definition. This helped us go beyond Bansal and Khan’s R&A framework [6], which only
considered container-based packings.

Intuitively, a fractional structured packing is one where we slice each item of X̃ into
pieces and then find a structured packing of the pieces. Let fsopt(X̃) be the number of bins
in the optimal fractional structured packing of X̃. To analyze the AAR of rnaPack, we will
bound complexPack(S) in terms of fsopt(S̃), and then bound fsopt(S̃) in terms of opt(I).

To define fractional structured packing, we first define what it means to slice an item.
From a geometric perspective, slicing an item perpendicular to the kth dimension means
cutting the item into 2 parts using a hyperplane perpendicular to the kth axis. The vector
dimensions get split proportionately across the slices. E.g., for dg = 2, if k = 1 for item i,
then we slice i using a vertical cut, and if k = 2, we slice i using a horizontal cut.

▶ Definition 4 (Slicing an item). Let i be a (dg, dv)-dimensional item. Slicing i perpendicular
to geometric dimension k with proportionality α (where 0 < α < 1) is the operation of replacing
i by two items i1 and i2 such that: (i) ∀j ̸= k, ℓj(i) = ℓj(i1) = ℓj(i2), (ii) ℓk(i1) = αℓk(i)
and ℓk(i2) = (1 − α)ℓk(i), (iii) ∀j ∈ [dv], vj(i1) = αvj(i) and vj(i2) = (1 − α)vj(i).

▶ Definition 5 (Fractional packing). Let Ĩ be (dg, dv)-dimensional items, where for each
item i ∈ Ĩ, we are given a set X(i) of axes perpendicular to which we can repeatedly slice i

(X(i) can be empty, which would mean that the item cannot be sliced). If we slice items as
per their given axes and then pack the slices into bins, then the resulting packing is called a
fractional bin packing. (See Figure 1 for an example.)

4.2 Properties of round

▶ Definition 6. The density vector of a (dg, dv) item i is the vector
vspan := [v0(i)/span(i), v1(i)/span(i), . . . , vdv (i)/span(i)]. Recall that v0(i) := vol(i).

The subroutine round(I) returns a set of pairs of the form (Ĩ , D). Condition C1 is
defined as the following constraints over each pair (Ĩ , D):
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Figure 1 Example of a fractional packing of two items into a bin.

C1.1. Small discard: D ⊆ I and span(D) ≤ ε span(I).
C1.2. Bijection from I − D to Ĩ: Each item in Ĩ is obtained by modifying an item in
I − D. Let π be the corresponding bijection from I − D to Ĩ.
C1.3. Homogeneity properties: round partitions items in Ĩ into a constant number of
classes: K̃1, K̃2, . . . , K̃q. These classes should satisfy the following properties, which we
call homogeneity properties:

All items in a class have the same density vector.
For each class K̃j , we decide the set X of axes perpendicular to which we can slice
items in K̃j . If items in a class K̃j are not allowed to be sliced perpendicular to
dimension k, then all items in that class have the same length along dimension k. (For
example, if dg = 2 and only vertical cuts are forbidden, then all items have the same
width. However, they can have different heights.)

C1.4. Bounded expansion: Let C be any configuration of I and K̃ be any one of the
constant number of classes of Ĩ. Let C̃ := {π(i) : i ∈ C − D}. Then we need to prove
that span(K̃ ∩ C̃) ≤ cmax for some constant cmax.

Intuitively, the homogeneity properties allow us to replace (a slice of) an item in a
fractional packing by slices of other items of the same class. Thus, while trying to get a
fractional packing, we can focus on the item classes, which are constant in number, instead
of focusing on the n items. Intuitively, bounded expansion (C1.4) ensures that we do not
round up items too much.

Condition C2 (also called structural theorem): For some constant ρ > 0 and for some
(Ĩ , D) ∈ round(I), fsopt(Ĩ) ≤ ρ opt(I) + O(1).

Intuitively, the structural theorem says that allowing slicing as per round and imposing a
structure on the packing does not increase the minimum number of bins by too much. We
will see that rnaPack’s AAR increases with ρ, so we want ρ to be small.

4.3 complexPack and unround

Condition C3: For some constant α > 0 and for any (Ĩ , D) ∈ round(I) and any X̃ ⊆ Ĩ,
complexPack(X̃) packs X̃ into at most α fsopt(X̃) + O(1) bins.
Condition C4: For some constant γ > 0, if complexPack(S̃) outputs a packing of S̃

into m bins, then unround converts that to a packing of S − D into γm + O(1) bins.

Intuitively, Condition C3 says that we can find a packing of the rounded items that is
close to the optimal fractional structured packing. Condition C4 says that unrounding does
not increase the number of bins by too much. We will see that rnaPack’s AAR increases
with α and γ, so we want α and γ to be small. If round only increases the dimensions of
items, then unrounding is trivial and γ = 1.

FSTTCS 2022
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4.4 AAR of R&A
Recall that simplePack is a 2b(dv+1)-approximation algorithm for (dg, dv) BP (see Section 3).
Our key ingredient in the analysis of R&A is the following lemma. We give a very brief
outline of the proof here and defer the full proof to Appendix C.

▶ Lemma 7. Let S̃ be as computed by rnaPack(I, β, ε). Then with high probability, we get
fsopt(S̃) ≤ fsopt(Ĩ)/β + 2bµε opt(I) + O(1/ε2).

Proof sketch. Our proof of Lemma 7 is inspired by the analysis in [35]. We prove it by
analyzing the fractional structured configuration LP of Ĩ.

▶ Definition 8. Let (Ĩ , D) ∈ round(I). Suppose round partitioned Ĩ into classes K̃1, . . . K̃q.
Let Cf be the set of all structured configurations of items in Ĩ that allow items to be sliced
as per round. For any S̃ ⊆ Ĩ, the fractional structured configuration LP of S̃, denoted as
fsLP(S̃), is

min
x∈R

|Cf |
≥0

∑
C∈Cf

xC where
∑

C∈Cf

span(C ∩ K̃j)xC ≥ span(S̃ ∩ K̃j) ∀j ∈ [q]

The integer version of this program is called fsIP(S̃). The optimal objective values of fsLP(S̃)
and fsIP(S̃) are denoted as fsLP∗(S̃) and fsIP∗(S̃), respectively.

Intuitively, fsIP is the same as the structured fractional bin packing problem because of
the downward closure property and homogeneity, so fsIP∗(S̃) ≈ fsopt(S̃) (see Lemma 17 in
Appendix C for the proof). By homogeneity (C1.3), the number of constraints in this LP
is a constant q. So, by Rank Lemma2, we can show that | fsopt(S̃) − fsLP∗(S̃)| ∈ O(1) (see
Lemma 18 in Appendix C for the proof). Now to prove Lemma 7, roughly, we need to show
that fsLP∗(S̃) ⪅ fsLP∗(Ĩ)/β.

The RHS in the jth constraint of fsLP(S̃) is a random variable span(S̃ ∩ K̃j). The RHS
in the jth constraint of fsLP(Ĩ) is span(K̃j). Now using properties of randomized rounding,
one can show ∀i ∈ I, Pr(i ∈ S) ≤ 1/β. (see Lemma 16 in Appendix C for the proof). Using
this, we obtain E(span(S̃ ∩ K̃j)) ≤ span(K̃j)/β. In fact, we can harness the randomness of
S̃, the bounded expansion property (C1.4), and McDiarmid’s inequality [41] to show that
span(S̃ ∩ K̃j) ⪅ span(K̃j)/β. Therefore, if x∗ is an optimal solution to fsLP(Ĩ), then x∗/β

is roughly a solution to fsLP(S̃), which implies fsLP∗(S̃) ⪅ fsLP∗(Ĩ)/β (see Lemma 21 in
Appendix C for details). ◀

▶ Theorem 9. With high probability, the number of bins used by rnaPack(I, β, ε) is at most
((ln β)µ + (γαρ)/β + 2b(dv + 1 + γαµ)ε) opt(I) + O(1/ε2).

Proof sketch. (See Appendix C for full proof)
We use at most T ≤ (ln β)µ opt(I) + O(1) bins to pack I − S.
We use at most b ⌈2 span(D)⌉ ≤ 2b(dv +1)ε opt(I)+b bins to pack S∩D using simplePack.
S − D occupies at most γα fsopt(S̃) + O(1) ≤ γα (ρ/β + 2bµε) opt(I) + O(1/ε2) bins by
Lemma 7 and Conditions C2, C3, and C4. ◀

Thus, the AAR of rnaPack(I) is roughly µ ln β+γαρ/β. This is minimized for β = γαρ/µ

and the minimum value is µ (1 + ln (αγρ/µ)). As we require β ≥ 1, we get this AAR only
when γαρ ≥ µ. If µ ≥ γαρ, the optimal β is 1 and the AAR is roughly γαρ.

2 Rank Lemma: the number of non-zero variables in an extreme point of the set {x : Ax ≥ b, x ≥ 0} is at
most rank(A). See Lemma 2.1.4 in [39].
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4.5 Example: simplePack

We will show how to use simplePack with the R&A framework. Recall that simplePack
is a 2b(dv + 1)-approximation algorithm for (dg, dv) BP (see Section 3). Using the R&A
framework on simplePack will improve its AAR from 2b(dv +1) to b(1+ln(2(dv +1)))+O(ε).
To do this, we need to show how to implement round, complexPack, and unround.

1. solveConfigLP(I): Using the (dg, dv) KS algorithm of Section 3 and the LP algorithm
of [47], we get a b(1 + ε)-approximate solution to configLP(I). Therefore, µ = b(1 + ε).

2. round(I): returns just one pair: (Ĩ , {}), where Ĩ := {π(i) : i ∈ I} and π(i) is an
item having height (i.e., dth

g geometric dimension) equal to span(i), all other geometric
dimensions equal to 1, and all vector dimensions equal to span(i). There is just one class
in Ĩ, and we allow all items to be sliced perpendicular to the height, so the homogeneity
properties are satisfied. Also, cmax = dv + 1 by Lemma 1 (since for any configuration C,
we have span(π(C)) = span(C) ≤ (dv + 1) opt(C) = dv + 1).

3. Structural theorem: We take structured packing to be the set of all possible packings.
We can treat Ĩ as the 1-D instance {span(i) : i ∈ I}, so fsopt(Ĩ) = ⌈span(I)⌉ ≤
(dv + 1) opt(I), where the inequality follows from Lemma 1. So, ρ = dv + 1.

4. complexPack(S̃): We can treat S̃ as the 1-D instance {span(i) : i ∈ S} and pack it using
Next-Fit [30]. Hence, | complexPack(S̃)| ≤ ⌈2 span(S)⌉ ≤ 2 ⌈span(S)⌉ = 2 fsopt(S̃). So,
α = 2.

5. unround(J̃): We are given a packing J̃ of items S̃. For each bin in J̃ , we can pack the
corresponding unrounded items into b bins. Therefore, γ = b.

Hence, we get an AAR of µ(1 + ln(γαρ/µ)) + O(ε) ≈ b(1 + ln(2(dv + 1))) + O(ε).
For dg = 2, we can slightly improve the AAR by using the (2+ε)-approximation algorithm

of [37] for (2, dv) KS. This gives us an AAR of 2(1 + ln(3(dv + 1))) + O(ε). This is better
than the AAR of betterSimplePack for dv ≥ 3.

The above example is presented only to illustrate an easy use of the R&A framework.
It doesn’t exploit the full power of the R&A framework. The algorithm cbPack, which we
describe in Section 5, uses more sophisticated subroutines round, complexPack and unround,
and uses a more intricate definition of fractional structured packing to get an even better
AAR of 2(1 + ln( d+4

2 )) + ε (improves to 2(1 + ln(19/12)) + ε ≈ 2.919 + ε for d = 1).

5 Improved Approximation Algorithms

In this section, we give an overview of the cbPack algorithm for (2, d) BP, which is inspired
from the 1.5 asymptotic approximation algorithm for 2-D GBP [44]. cbPack is based on the
following two-step procedure, as is common in many packing algorithms.

In the first step (structural step, Appendices F.1–F.5 and F.7 in [38]), we show the
existence of a good structured solution. Formally, we show that if items I can be packed into
m bins, then we can round I to get a new instance Ĩ such that fsopt(Ĩ) ≤ ρm + O(1) for
some constant ρ, where fsopt(Ĩ) is the number of bins in the optimal structured fractional
packing of I. Roughly, the notion of structured packing that we use here, which we call
compartmental packing, imposes the following additional constraints over the container-based
packing of [44]: (i) An item i is called dense iff vmax(i)/a(i) is above a certain threshold. If
a bin contains dense items, then we reserve a sufficiently-large rectangular region exclusively
for them. (ii) For a constant ε, for every j ∈ [d], the sum of vj of items in each bin is at
most 1 − ε. The proof of our structural result differs significantly from that of [44] because
the presence of vector dimensions inhibit a straightforward application of their techniques.
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In the second step (algorithmic step), we show how to find a near-optimal structured
solution. cbPack first rounds I to Ĩ and then uses brute-force and LP to pack the items
into containers, similar to [44] or [34]. Then we convert that packing to a non-fractional
packing of I with only a tiny increase in the number of bins (see Appendix F.8 of [38] for
the algorithmic step).

Then we show that cbPack fits into the R&A framework (i.e., components from cbPack
can be used as round, complexPack and unround) and gives an AAR of roughly 2(1+ln(ρ/2)).
To (approximately) solve the configuration LP, we use the LP algorithm from [47] and the
(2 + ε)-approximation algorithm for (2, d) KS from [37] (see Appendix F.9 of [38] for the
details of fitting cbPack into the R&A framework).

5.1 Overview of Structural Result
We now give a brief overview of some key ideas used in our structural result. Due to space
limitations, the details of the structural result and the algorithm can be found in Appendix F
of [38]. Like [44], we start with a packing of input I into m bins, and transform it into a
structured fractional packing of Ĩ into ρm + O(1) bins. To do this, just like many other
papers on packing, we first classify the items into different classes based on their geometric
and vector dimensions, and densities as follows. First, we identify two constants (which
depend on ε) ε1, ε2 ∈ (0, 1) such that ε1 > ε2 and the set of medium items defined as

Imed :=

i ∈ I : w(i) ∈ (ε2, ε1] ∨ h(i) ∈ (ε2, ε1] ∨

 d∨
j=1

vj(i) ∈ (ε2, ε1]


has a very small span, i.e., span(Imed) ≤ ε span(I). Hence, we can treat the items in Imed
separately as they can be packed in a very small number of bins. Also, ε1, ε2 satisfy that
ε2 ≤ ε2

1ε/2. Informally, ε2 is very small when compared to ε1. Hence, every item in I\Imed
has the property that both width and height are big (> ε1) or both width and height are
small (≤ ε2) or it is skewed. Based on ε1, ε2, we classify every item i ∈ I\Imed as follows.
First, we classify by geometric dimensions as follows.

Big item: w(i) > ε1 and h(i) > ε1.
Wide item: w(i) > ε1 and h(i) ≤ ε2.
Tall item: w(i) ≤ ε2 and h(i) > ε1.
Small item: w(i) ≤ ε2 and h(i) ≤ ε2.

Then, we perform another classification depending on vector dimensions.

▶ Definition 10 (Dense items). Item i is dense iff either a(i) = 0 or vmax(i)/a(i) > 1/ε2
1.

▶ Definition 11 (Heavy and light items). A dense item i is said to be heavy in vector
dimension j iff vj(i) ≥ ε1. Otherwise i is said to be light in dimension j. If i is heavy in
some dimension, then i is said to be heavy, otherwise i is light.

More formal details of this classification are provided in Appendix F.1 of [38].
Then, the structural result is obtained in three steps:

(i) In the first step, we round up one geometric dimension of each item and pack the items
into roughly ρm + O(1) bins. We call these bins quarter-structured (see Appendices F.2
and F.3 of [38]).

(ii) In the second step, we round the remaining dimensions of items and partition them
into classes such that they satisfy the homogeneity properties (see Section 4.2). We
allow slicing and repack the items into almost the same number of bins. We call the
resulting bin packing semi-structured (see Appendices F.4 and F.5 of [38]).
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(iii) In the third and final step, we transform the packing into a compartmental packing (see
Appendices F.6 and F.7 of [38]). Compartmental packings have nice properties which
help us find them efficiently. Roughly, a compartmental packing is a semi-structured
packing that is also container-based. This step is very similar to [44].

In steps (i), (ii) and (iii), [44] uses the Next-Fit-Decreasing-Height (NFDH) algorithm [14]
to pack items of O(εm) area into O(εm) bins. This does not work when vector dimensions are
present as an item of low area can have large weights. In step (ii), [44] uses linear grouping,
i.e., each item is moved in place of a geometrically larger item so that it can be rounded
up. Vector dimensions make such cross-bin movement difficult, since that can violate bins’
weight capacities. [44] uses cross-bin movement in step (i) too.

We first observe that most difficulties associated with vector dimensions disappear if
items’ density is upper-bounded by a constant. Density of item i is defined as vmax(i)/a(i).
Specifically, if items of bounded density (we call them non-dense items) have small area,
then simplePack can pack them into a small number of bins. Linear grouping can also be
made to work for such items with some more effort. Hence, we segregate items as dense
and non-dense. We reserve a thin rectangular region in bins for dense items, and the rest is
reserved for non-dense items.

Furthermore, dense items in a bin must have low total area, due to their high density.
If we reserve enough space for them in the bin, we can always pack them in their reserved
region using NFDH (see Lemma 15 in Appendix B). Such a guarantee means that we can
essentially ignore their geometric dimensions and simply treat them as vectors.

In step (ii), we want to round up vector dimensions with only a marginal increase in
the number of bins. To do this, we require each quarter-structured bin to be ε-slacked.
ε-slackness roughly means that for a set J of items in a bin, ∀j ∈ [d], vj(J) ≤ 1 − ε (see
Appendix F.3 of [38] for a formal description). ε-slackness also helps us use existing algorithms
for resource-augmented vector bin packing as subroutines. Also, during the rounding step,
we round down the weight of some dense items, and ε-slackness allows us to unround with
no increase in the number of bins.

The observations above guide our definition of quarter-structured. Roughly, a packing is
quarter-structured if items having large width have their width and x-coordinate rounded to
a multiple of ε2

1/4 and each bin is ε-slacked. We reserve a thin rectangular region of width
ε1/2 for packing dense items (only if the bin contains dense items).

In step (i), [44] uses a standard cutting-strip argument: They create a strip of width ε1
next to an edge of the bin (see Figure 2). Items completely inside the strip (called dark
items), have small area and are packed separately using NFDH. Items intersecting the strip’s
boundary (called shaded items) are removed. This creates an empty space of width ε1 in
the bin. Using this empty space, items outside the strip (called dotted items) can then have
their width and x-coordinate rounded to a multiple of ε2

1/2. Their key idea is how to pair up
most bins so that shaded items from two bins can be rounded and packed together into a
new bin. This is roughly why they get an AAR of 1.5 + ε.

We use the cutting-strip argument too, but with some differences. We cannot freely mix
shaded items from different bins if they have large weight, and we cannot simply pack dark
items into a small number of bins. We also need bins to be slacked. So, we get a larger AAR
of d + 4 + ε. For d = 1, however, we allow mixing items using more sophisticated techniques,
which improves the AAR to 19/6 + ε. Also, we round dotted items to a multiple of ε2

1/4
instead of ε2

1/2, which leaves an empty strip of width ε1/2 in the bin even after rounding,
and we reserve this space for dense items. This gives us a quarter-structured packing.
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ε

Figure 2 Example of classifying items as dark, shaded and dotted based on an ε-strip.

Based on the broad ideas above, we make more changes to the quarter-structured packing
to get a compartmental packing. Finally, in the algorithmic step, we use a combination of
brute-force and LP to pack items into compartments and efficiently find a good compartmental
packing. An overview is given in the section below.

5.2 Overview of the Algorithmic Step
Note that in any bin, the number of big items and heavy items can be at most a constant in
number. The nice structure obtained in the structural step has the property that in each
bin there are constant number of compartments in which all the light items (which are not
big) are packed. With these arguments, in any bin of this nice structure, the number of big
items, heavy items, and compartments is constant in number. Moreover, the sizes of the
compartments also belong to a polynomial sized set. There are other things to be considered
(e.g., the slack type of the bin), but one of the main implications of the structural result is
that the number of possible configurations of each bin is at most a constant. Also, note that
the number of bins itself is bounded by the number of items n. Thus, in polynomial time (by
brute force), we can guess the number of bins in the nice structure, and the configuration of
each bin (for full details, see Appendix F.8.1 of [38]).

Once the configurations have been guessed, we are left with the task of packing the wide,
tall, small, and light items in the compartments. First, as an intermediate step, we obtain a
fractional packing of these items into the compartments by solving a linear program (if the
linear program is infeasible, we realize that our guess of the bin configurations is incorrect).
See Appendix F.8.2 of [38] for the details of the linear program. The main purpose of solving
the linear program (if it turns out to be feasible) is to further divide compartments into
what are called containers (see Appendix F.8.3 of [38]). Finally, the wide, tall, small, and
light items are non-fractionally packed into the containers greedily. There can be some items
which can’t be packed by our greedy strategy, but we can prove that their span is so small
that we can pack them using very few extra bins. See Appendices F.8.5, F.8.6, and F.8.6 of
[38] for the details of packing the wide, tall, small, and light items.

In Theorem 66 of Appendix F.8.7 of [38], we compute the approximation factor of this
algorithm:

▶ Theorem 12. For general d, when rotations are forbidden, the above algorithm packs the
input set I into at most

(1 + 23ε)(d + 4) opt(I) + Oε(1)

number of bins. Here Oε(1) hides a constant that depends on ε.

In the special case of d = 1, we obtain a better approximation ratio.
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▶ Theorem 13. If d = 1 and rotations are forbidden, we can pack the input set I into at
most

(1 + 23ε)
(

3 + 1
6 + ε

1 − ε

)
opt(I) + Oε(1)

number of bins. Here Oε(1) hides a constant that depends on ε.

Using similar techniques, we can design an algorithm for the case with rotations too.
Using the Round&Approx framework on top of this algorithm, and scaling ε appropriately,
we get the following approximation ratios.

For general d, with no rotations, we get an approximation ratio of 2
(
1 + ln

(
d+4

2
))

+ ε.
When d = 1 and rotations are forbidden, we get an approximation ratio of ≈ 2.919 + ε.
For general d, with rotations allowed, we get an approximation ratio of 2

(
1 + ln

(
d+3

2
))

+ε.
When d = 1 and rotations are allowed, we get an approximation ratio of ≈ 2.811 + ε.
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A Formal Definition of (dg, dv) Packing

▶ Definition 14. A valid packing of (dg, dv)-dimensional items into a (dg, dv)-dimensional
bin is an arrangement of the items in the bin such that all of the following hold:
1. All items are packed in an axis parallel manner, i.e., each item has its faces parallel to

the faces of the bin. Formally, to pack item i into a bin, we need to decide its position
(x1(i), x2(i), . . . , xdg (i)) in the bin, and the item will be packed in the cuboidal region∏dg

j=1[xj(i), xj(i) + ℓj(i)].
2. The items are non-overlapping, i.e., the interiors of any two items do not intersect.

Formally, for any two items i1 and i2 in the same bin, the sets
∏dg

j=1(xj(i1), xj(i1)+ℓj(i1))
and

∏dg

j=1(xj(i2), xj(i2) + ℓj(i2)) do not intersect.
3. All items are packed completely inside the bin, i.e., for each item i and each j ∈ [dg],

xj(i) ≥ 0 and xj(i) + ℓj(i) ≤ 1.
4. In each bin, the total weight in each of the dv dimensions is at most one, i.e., for each

set S of items in a bin and each j ∈ [dv], we have
∑

i∈S vj(i) ≤ 1.

B Next-Fit Decreasing Height (NFDH)

▶ Lemma 15 (NFDH for strip packing [14]). A set I of rectangles can be packed into a strip of
height at most 2a(I) + maxi∈I h(i) using the Next-Fit Decreasing Height (NFDH) algorithm.

C Details of the R&A Framework

Algorithm 1 rnaPack(I, β, ε): Computes a bin packing of (dg, dv) items I, and β ≥ 1.

1: x̂ = solveConfigLP(I)
2: repeat T := ⌈(ln β)∥x̂∥1⌉ times
3: Select a configuration C with probability x̂C/∥x̂∥1.
4: Pack a bin according to C.
5: end repeat
6: Let S be the unpacked items from I. // S is called the set of residual items.
7: Initialize Jbest to null.
8: for (Ĩ , D) ∈ round(I) do // round(I) outputs a set of pairs.
9: JD = simplePack(S ∩ D)

10: Let π be a bijection from I − D to Ĩ. Let S̃ := {π(i) : i ∈ S − D}.
11: J̃ = complexPack(S̃)
12: J = unround(J̃)
13: if Jbest is null or |JD ∪ J | < |Jbest| then
14: Jbest = JD ∪ J

15: end if
16: end for
17: Pack S according to Jbest.

▶ Lemma 16. ∀i ∈ I, Pr(i ∈ S) ≤ exp
(

− T

∥x̂∥1

)
≤ 1

β .
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Proof. Let C1, C2, . . . , CT be the configurations chosen during randomized rounding (line 3
in Algorithm 1). Let Ci be the configurations that contain the element i.

Pr(i ∈ S) = Pr
(

T∧
t=1

(Ct ̸∈ Ci)
)

=
T∏

t=1
Pr(Ct ̸∈ Ci) (all Ct are independent)

=
T∏

t=1

(
1 −

∑
C∈Ci

Pr(Ct = C)
)

=
(

1 −
∑

C∈Ci

x̂C

∥x̂∥1

)T

≤
(

1 − 1
∥x̂∥1

)T

(constraint in configuration LP for item i)

≤ exp
(

− T

∥x̂1∥

)
≤ 1

β
◀

▶ Lemma 17. fsopt(S̃) ≤ fsIP∗(S̃) ≤ fsopt(S̃) + q.

Proof. Due to the downward closure property, changing inequality constraints to equality
constraints doesn’t affect the optimum values of the above LP and IP. Therefore, fsIP(S̃) is
equivalent to the fractional structured bin packing problem.

The above definition of fsLP(Ĩ) is problematic: the number of variables may be infinite if
some classes allow slicing. We circumvent this problem by discretizing the configurations:
Let δ be the smallest dimension of any item, i.e. δ := min

(
mindg

j=1 ℓj(i), mindv
j=1 vj(i)

)
.

In any optimal integral solution to fsLP(Ĩ) that uses m bins, we can slice out some items
from each class in each bin so that the span of each class in each bin is a multiple of δdg /n.
In each class, the total size of sliced out items across all bins is at most δdg . Therefore, for
each class, slices of that class can fit into a single item of that class. If each such single item
is packed in a separate bin, the total number of bins used is at most m + q.

Therefore, we only need to consider configurations where either the span of each class
is a multiple of δdg /n or there is a single item in the configuration. This gives us a finite
number of configurations and completes the proof. ◀

▶ Lemma 18. fsLP∗(S̃) ≤ fsIP∗(S̃) ≤ fsLP∗(S̃) + q.

Proof. By Rank Lemma (Lemma 2.1.4 in [39]), the number of positive-valued variables in
an extreme-point solution to a linear program is at most the number of constraints (other
than the variable non-negativity constraints).

Thus, an optimal extreme-point solution to fsLP(S̃) has at most q positive-valued variables.
Rounding up those variables to the nearest integer will give us an integral solution and
increase the objective value by at most q. Hence, fsIP∗(S̃) ≤ fsLP∗(S̃) + q. ◀

Let configLP(I) denote the configuration LP of items I and let configLP∗(I) denote the
optimal objective value of configLP(I). Recall that simplePack is a 2b(dv +1)-approximation
algorithm for (dg, dv) BP (see Section 3), where b := 3 when dg = 2, b := 9 when dg = 3,
b := 4dg + 2dg when dg > 3, and b := 1 when dg = 1.

▶ Lemma 19. For a set I of (dg, dv)-dimensional items, configLP∗(I) ∈ Θ(span(I)) + O(1).

Proof. Let A be the configuration matrix of I. Let x∗ be the optimal solution to configLP(I).
In configLP(I), the constraint for item i gives us

∑
C∈C A[i, C]x∗

C ≥ 1. Multiplying each
constraint by span(i) and adding these constraints together, we get

FSTTCS 2022
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span(I) ≤
∑
C∈C

∑
i∈I

span(i)A[i, C]x∗
C =

∑
C∈C

span(C)x∗
C

≤ (dv + 1)
∑
C∈C

x∗
C = (dv + 1) configLP∗(I).

Therefore, configLP∗(I) ≥ span(I)/(dv + 1). We also have

configLP∗(I) ≤ opt(I) ≤ | simplePack(I)| ≤ 2b span(I) + b.

Therefore, configLP∗(I) ∈ Θ(span(I)) + O(1). ◀

▶ Lemma 20 (Independent Bounded Difference Inequality [41]). Let X := [X1, X2, . . . , Xn] be
random variables with Xj ∈ Aj . Let ϕ :

∏n
i=1 Aj 7→ R be a function such that |ϕ(x) − ϕ(y)| ≤

cj whenever vectors x and y differ only in the jth coordinate. Then for any t ≥ 0,

Pr[ϕ(X) − E(ϕ(X)) ≥ t] ≤ exp
(

− 2t2∑n
j=1 c2

j

)
.

▶ Lemma 21. Let S̃ be as computed by rnaPack(I, β, ε). Let ε ∈ (0, 1) be a constant. When
span(I) is large compared to 1/ε2, we get that with high probability

fsLP∗(S̃) ≤ fsLP∗(Ĩ)
β

+ 2bµε opt(I) + O(1).

Proof. Let y ∈ CT be the configurations chosen during randomized rounding (on line 3 in
rnaPack). When viewed as a vector of length T , all coordinates of y are independent. Define
uncovered(y) := I −

⋃T
t=1 yt. Let S be the unpacked items from I (see line 6 in rnaPack).

Then S = uncovered(y).
Let K̃1, . . . , K̃q be the classes of Ĩ. Let π be the bijection from I − D to Ĩ. For a set

X ⊆ I, let Ĩ[X] := {π(i) : i ∈ X − D}. For j ∈ [q], define ϕj ∈ CT 7→ R≥0 as

ϕj(y) := span
(

K̃j ∩ Ĩ[uncovered(y)]
)

.

For any X ⊆ I, define gj(X) := span(K̃j ∩ Ĩ[X]). Then ϕj(y) = gj(uncovered(y)) and gj is
a non-negative additive function.

Let y(1), y(2) ∈ CT such that y(1) and y(2) differ only in coordinate t. Let C1 := y
(1)
t ,

C2 := y
(2)
t , S1 := uncovered(y(1)), S2 := uncovered(y(2)), and R :=

⋃
t′ ̸=t y

(1)
t′ =

⋃
t′ ̸=t y

(2)
t′ .

Then I − S1 = R ∪ C1 and I − S2 = R ∪ C2. So, S1 − S2 = (C2 − C1) − R ⊆ C2 and
S2 − S1 = (C1 − C2) − R ⊆ C1. Hence,∣∣∣ϕj(y(1)) − ϕj(y(2))

∣∣∣ = |gj(S1) − gj(S2)| = |gj(S1 − S2) − gj(S2 − S1)| (additivity of gj)

≤ max(gj(S1 − S2), gj(S2 − S1)) ≤ max(gj(C2), gj(C1))

≤ max
C∈C

span(K̃j ∩ Ĩ[C]) ≤ cmax. (by bounded expansion (C1.4))

By Lemma 16, Pr(i ∈ S) ≤ 1/β. By linearity of E and additivity of gj , we get

E(ϕj(y)) = E(gj(S)) =
∑
i∈Ĩ

gj({i}) Pr(i ∈ S) ≤
∑
i∈Ĩ

gj({i})(1/β) = gj(Ĩ)
β

= span(K̃j)
β

.
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∀j ∈ [q], define Qj as the smallest prefix of S̃ ∩ K̃j such that either Qj = S̃ ∩ K̃j or
span(Qj) ≥ ε ∥x̂∥1 /q. Define Q :=

⋃q
j=1 Qj . Hence, span(Q) ≤ ε ∥x̂∥1+q ≤ εµ opt(I)+O(1).

fsLP∗(S̃) ≤ fsLP∗(S̃ − Q) + fsLP∗(Q)

≤ fsLP∗(S̃ − Q) + b(2 span(Q) + 1) (by Section 3)

≤ fsLP∗(S̃ − Q) + 2bµε opt(I) + O(1).

Now we will try to prove that with high probability, fsLP∗(S̃ − Q) ≤ fsLP∗(Ĩ)/β.
If Qj = S̃ ∩ K̃j , then span(K̃j ∩ (S̃ − Q)) = 0. Otherwise,

Pr
[

span(K̃j ∩ (S̃ − Q)) ≥ span(K̃j)
β

]
= Pr

[
span(K̃j ∩ S̃) − span(K̃j)

β
≥ span(Qj)

]

≤ Pr
[
ϕj(y) − E(ϕj(y)) ≥ ε

q
∥x̂∥1

]
≤ exp

(
− 2

Tc2
max

(
ε

q
∥x̂∥1

)2
)

(Lemma 20)

≤ exp
(

− 2ε2

ln(β)c2
maxq2 ∥x̂∥1

)
.

Therefore, by union bound, we get

Pr

 q∨
j=1

(
span(K̃j ∩ (S̃ − Q)) ≥ span(K̃j)

β

) ≤ q exp
(

− 2ε2

ln(β)c2
maxq2 ∥x̂∥1

)
.

Since configLP∗(I) ≤ ∥x̂∥1 ≤ µ configLP∗(I) + O(1), and configLP∗(I) ∈ Θ(span(I)) + O(1)
(by Lemma 19), we get ∥x̂∥1 ∈ Θ(span(I)) + O(1). When span(I) is very large compared to
1/ε2, we get that with high probability, ∀j ∈ [q],

span(K̃j ∩ (S̃ − Q)) ≤ span(K̃j)
β

.

Let x∗ be the optimal solution to fsLP(Ĩ). Then with high probability, x∗/β is a feasible
solution to fsLP(S̃ − Q). Therefore,

fsLP∗(S̃) ≤ fsLP∗(S̃ − Q) + 2bµε opt(I) + O(1) ≤ fsLP∗(Ĩ)/β + 2bµε opt(I) + O(1). ◀

▶ Lemma 7. Let S̃ be as computed by rnaPack(I, β, ε). Then with high probability, we get
fsopt(S̃) ≤ fsopt(Ĩ)/β + 2bµε opt(I) + O(1/ε2).

Proof. When span(I) is very large compared to 1/ε2, we get

fsopt(S̃) ≤ fsIP∗(S̃) + O(1) (by Lemma 17)

≤ fsLP∗(S̃) + O(1) (by Lemma 18)

≤ fsLP∗(Ĩ)/β + 2bµε opt(I) + O(1) (by Lemma 21)

≤ fsopt(Ĩ)/β + 2bµε opt(I) + O(1). (by Lemma 17)

Otherwise, if span(I) ∈ O(1/ε2), we get

fsopt(S̃) ≤ ρ opt(I) + O(1) (by structural theorem)
≤ ρ| simplePack(I)| + O(1)
≤ Θ(span(I)) + O(1) ≤ O(1/ε2). (by Section 3)

◀
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▶ Theorem 9. With high probability, the number of bins used by rnaPack(I, β, ε) is at most
((ln β)µ + (γαρ)/β + 2b(dv + 1 + γαµ)ε) opt(I) + O(1/ε2).

Proof. Let JLP be the set of bins packed in the randomized rounding of configuration LP
step (see line 4 in Algorithm 1 in Appendix C), JD be the set of bins used to pack the
discarded items D ∩ S, J be the set of bins used to pack the rest of the items S \ D, and J̃

be the set of bins used by complexPack to pack items in S̃.
Then |JLP| ≤ T = ⌈(ln β)∥x̂∥1⌉ ≤ (ln β)µ opt(I) + O(1).
Now, we have |JD| ≤ b ⌈2 span(D)⌉ ≤ 2bε span(I) + b ≤ 2b(dv + 1)ε opt(I) + b. The first

inequality follows from the property of simplePack, the second follows from C1.1 (Small
Discard) and the last follows from Lemma 1. Finally,

|J | ≤ γ|J̃ | + O(1) (property of unround (C4))

≤ γα fsopt(S̃) + O(1) (property of complexPack (C3))

≤ γα
(

fsopt(Ĩ)/β + 2bµε opt(I)
)

+ O(1/ε2) (by Lemma 7)

≤ γα (ρ/β + 2bµε) opt(I) + O(1/ε2)

Here, the last inequality follows from the structural theorem (C2), which says that ∃(Ĩ , D) ∈
round(I) such that fsopt(Ĩ) ≤ ρ opt(I) + O(1). Hence, the total number of bins is at most

|JLP| + |JD| + |J | ≤
(

(ln β)µ + γαρ

β
+ 2b(dv + 1 + γαµ)ε

)
opt(I) + O(1/ε2). ◀

C.1 Error in Previous R&A Framework
Here we describe a minor error in the R&A framework of [35], and how it can be fixed.

We define (Ĩ , D) as an output of round(I) and for the residual instance S, we define S̃ as
the corresponding rounded items of S − D. Our proof of Lemma 7 relies on the fact that
for any subset of rounded items, the span reduces by a factor of at least β if we restrict our
attention to the residual instance. Formally, this means that for any X̃ ⊆ Ĩ, we have

E(span(X̃ ∩ S̃)) =
∑
i∈X̃

span(i) Pr(i ∈ S̃) ≤ span(X̃)/β.

The equality follows from linearity of expectation and the fact that span(i) is deterministic,
i.e., it doesn’t depend on the randomness used in the randomized rounding of the configuration
LP. This is because round is not given any information about what S is. The inequality
follows from Lemma 16, which says that Pr(i ∈ S) ≤ 1/β.

The R&A framework of [35] used similar techniques in their analysis. In their algorithm,
however, they round items differently. Specifically, they define a subroutine round and define
Ĩ := round(I) and S̃ := round(S). They, too, claim that for any subset of rounded items,
the span reduces by a factor of at least β if we restrict our attention to the residual instance.
While their claim is correct for input-agnostic rounding (where items are rounded up to
some constant size collection values chosen independent of the problem instance), the claim
is incorrect for input-sensitive rounding (where the values are chosen based on the specific
problem instance). So the claim is incorrect if round is not deterministic, as then an item
can be rounded differently depending on different residual instances.

In fact, they use their R&A framework with the algorithm of Jansen and Prädel [27],
which uses linear grouping (along with some other techniques) for rounding. Linear grouping
rounds items in an input-sensitive way, i.e., the rounding of each item depends on the sizes
of items in S which is a random subset.
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